
  
Secretary’s Report                                               29th January 2019  

 

 

Dear Members and Club Representatives  

Thank you everyone for attending our AGM  

Another year passed and since we last met we have seen a cold snowy winter, a wet spring and then a 

fabulous long and hot summer.  We have played a lot of matches and though with some difficulties we are 

now using Playwaze and the new system for submitting results  for almost two years.  

As many of you have noticed earlier in the year there have been significant technical difficulties with Playwaze 

website and although on the outside it may look the same the underlying database and the tables generating 

code have been now completely replaced to address the slow response time and the errors which we have 

been experiencing.  

Obviously during the year I did have some feedback both positive and negative.  I have been trying my best to 

accommodate your requests and assist you as quickly as possible. I believe that technical issues aside most 

uses are now able to use Playwaze for entering results and that the embedded tables on the 

banburytennisleagues.com are also serving its purpose well allowing to view any match result without the 

need to be logged into Playwaze.  

Regarding the Summer League entries Banbury West End have added a D team again  so it’s 30 teams instead 

of 29 last year.   

We have 4 entries in Ladies and 4 (or 5?)  entries in Mixed Weekend Leagues but unfortunately 

the Mens Weekend League only attracted 1 entry and therefore unless there will be some late entries we will 

be, once again,  not able to run it in 2019. 

Congratulations to Banbury A who have returned as the Summer Leagues Champions after only one year 

without a title and to Hook Norton A who finished Runners Up.   

No club in any of the leagues managed to finish undefeated last year – the leagues are becoming more 

competitive and hopefully even more fin to play! 

 Regards  

  
Art Kharlamov 

League Secretary ‐ Banbury Tennis Leagues  
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